PATIENT FINANCIAL CLEARANCE + PAYMENTS

A patient financial experience
that works for everyone
Today’s patients expect the same convenient, personalized
experience they encounter in other industries. And with patient
financial responsibility on the rise, you need a versatile solution
to meet those expectations.
Our platform draws on the latest technology to simplify
eligibility verification and payment processes, helps patients
understand financial responsibility and gives providers visibility
into agency performance, propensity to pay and more.
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Help patients take control of their financials with easy-to-read
electronic statements and flexible payment options. Reduce
bad debt, improve 501r compliance and increase up-front
self-pay revenue with Waystar’s Patient Financial Experience.
Delivering deeper insights into propensity to pay and
presumptive charity care screening, our platform can increase
patient pay collections 10-30%.

Agency Manager
Get the most efficient way to manage outsourced self-pay
collections. Offering detailed insight into agency performance
so you can target areas for improvement, Agency Manager can
help you grow collections 10-15% and ensure vendors are paid
exactly what they’re owed.

Eligibility
Our industry-leading coverage detection technology helps
identify coverage you might otherwise overlook.
Reduce AR days, prevent denials, increase POS collections
and reduce patient debt with Eligibility from Waystar.
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Simplify + unify your rev cycle
Waystar provides cutting-edge, cloud-based technology that
simplifies and unifies the healthcare revenue cycle. Our platform
removes friction in payment processes, streamlines workflows and
improves financials for providers in every care setting.
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